For best results, keep the following in mind when caring for your KOHLER® product:

- Always test your cleaning solution on an inconspicuous area before applying to the entire surface.
- Wipe surfaces clean and rinse completely with water immediately after applying cleaner. Rinse and dry any overspray that lands on nearby surfaces.
- Do not allow cleaner to soak.
- Use a soft, dampened sponge or cloth. Never use an abrasive material such as a brush or scouring pad to clean surfaces.

For warranty information call 1-800-4KOHLER (1-800-456-4537).

* Success with cleaners and procedures is dependent upon such factors as the hardness and temperature of the water, using exact measurements of ingredients, changes in cleaning formulas and the condition of the product being cleaned. Since there are variations within these factors, Kohler cannot guarantee the effectiveness of the formulas.

- Rinse thoroughly and use a soft cloth to wipe the product dry after each use.

- In the rare occurrence of stubborn stains, use abrasive cleaners sparingly.

- Do not use steel wool, wire brushes or abrasive sponge pads.
• Be careful not to leave dirty dishes, coffee grounds, tea bags or other staining materials in contact with the enamel surface for extended periods of time.

• Consider kitchen sink accessories such as bottom basin racks and rinse baskets to help protect the surface from scratches.

Cleaning instructions listed pertain only to their corresponding material, and are not intended for faucet cleaning. Faucet cleaning instructions for chrome and vitreous china.

Success with cleaners and procedures is dependent upon such factors as the hardness and temperature of the water, using exact measurements of ingredients, changes in cleaning formulas and the condition of the product being cleaned. Since there are variations within these factors, Kohler cannot guarantee the effectiveness of the formulas mentioned.

Products to consider

- Fantastik Antibacterial Heavy Duty
- Formula 409 Antibacterial All-Purpose
- Green Works All-Purpose
- Soft Scrub Gel with Bleach

**For rust removal:**
- Bon Ami
- Super Iron Out Rust Stain Remover